Should I Use Enviro Ice On My
Plants?

Every week, I receive food from Hungryroot. It’s a great
service through which you can get meal prep or just general
groceries. Much of the food needs to stay cold. Therefore,
they put cold packs inside the box. They use an option called
Enviro Ice. You can dispose of it in many ways, including
apparently by using it as plant food. Should I do that?

What Is Enviro Ice?
Here’s what the Enviro Ice package looks like:

When it arrives, it’s frozen. It works just like any other
cold pack for food. Apparently, you can simply reuse it if you
want to do that. However, I don’t have a lot of use for cold
packs. And I get one of these (which is probably about 9″ x
12″ every week. I certainly don’t need that many. So I need to
figure out other ways to use them.

Options for Reusing / Recycling
Enviro Ice
Here’s what the back of the package says:

All of this time, I’ve been doing the latter option. I leave
the bag inside my sink until it’s no longer frozen. Then I cut
it open and let it drain into the sink. The first time that I
tried it, I was worried that it would clog the sink. But true
to what the brand advertises, it does no such thing. It’s
designed specifically to go down the drain. So I drain it,
rinse the bag, and recycle the bag.
However, as I was doing this habitually last week, I re-read
the package. I noticed that the first option is actually to
use it as plant food. So, I got curious about that. Should I
feed Enviro Ice to plants instead of to the drain?

Enviro Ice For Plants
According to their website, Enviro Ice is the only product of
its kind. It’s a nitrogen-based product. This means that it’s
good for plants. They say that you can pour the gel directly
onto the soil. Alternatively, you can dilute it with water.
There’s no particular benefit to the latter other than that it
flows more easily.
They report that you get all of the benefits of nitrogen for
your plants when you use this gel. It adds nutrients and
improves growth. It’s food for your plants. They say that you
can use it for both indoor and outdoor plants.

What’s My Hesitation?
All signs indicate that I should go ahead and try this in my
own gardening efforts. So why am I hesitating at all? The
truth is that I trust the product just fine, but I don’t trust
my own instincts when it comes to planting. As I’ve confessed
to you in the past, I don’t have a natural green thumb. I
never really know what my plants want or need. I over-water
and under-sun and all of the things that are bad for them.

So, what I’m worried about is that I won’t use Enviro Ice
properly. Will I give the plant too much of it and not realize
what’s happening until it’s too late? Will it change the
balance of other things I give the plant (water, light, etc.)?
If so, will it be able to correct that?
The great thing about gardening, though, is that the stakes
are low. I already have the product. I can try it and see what
happens. I’ll keep you posted.
Have you used Enviro Ice in gardening? What’s your experience
been?
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